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“Happy Birthday Lizard: Time is Time”

Summer Doldrums Hit Readership
No Subtle Humor: “Bring More Funny”
(Las Vegas) “I am sick of all the
classy, sophisticated and urbane
humor being produced by the
Mom’s Newsletter staff,” crowed
long-term subscriber Lorrie Beyl
at the 2007 Readers Conference
held in Las Vegas. She pleaded
to “make an effort to work with
more low-brow chuckles about
my Catholic relatives and bring
Beyl
back the fart jokes and bawdy
topics, and include my sisters and
any of my shady Episcopal cousins, if possible.”
Her heartfelt comments generated a fifteen minute
standing ovation from the assembled crowd and
caused the organizers to threaten to withhold the
opening of the bar as an attempt to regain control of
the crowd. “That Lorrie sure makes sense,” remarked
David Liverseed. “That is one of the reasons she is
one of my favorite cousins, after Cookie Herring and
Mike Lohrmann, the guy with the large orange head.”
Only after the cheers died down did Lorrie agree to
meet to clarify her concerns. “The newsletter is too
high-toned with its references to people I don’t know,
men I have not dated seriously, recipes I don’t like,
rumors I haven’t started and all the constant pictures of
Aunt Joanie and that handsome husband of hers and
most importantly, no recent pictures of me.”
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Demands Skyrockets for LBM Book
“LBM and the Deadly Hairdressers”
(Central Avenue) The hallways throughout the west
end of the Tempo shopping center were filled with kids
and young adults dressed in the favorite Little Billy
Miller (LBM) garb as they waited patiently for the
release of the seventh and final book dealing with his
adventures. Adorned with baseball caps, scraggly little
chinny beards and blood-shot
eyes, they watched the clock
and waited quietly until 12:01am
on July 21st for the chance to be
the first in Rice Country to buy
the book about the rapidly aging
rock wizard and ex-veteran.
“The BM rules,” said little Bobby
Ress while he stood in line with
his beer-stained T-shirt and a
kiddie-sized Fender bass guitar.
“I can’t wait to see all the cool
adventures that LBM and his cousin Jimmy get into
when they fight the deadly hairdressers.”
The book was eagerly awaited which fueled internet
rumors since the sixth book’s (“Little Billy Miller and the
Persistent Urinary Tract Infection”) cliffhanger. “We join
LBM’s dozens of readers, in anticipating what quests
lay ahead for our super hero, Little BM,” said the
Tempo night cleaning and maintenance staffs.

MNL Reader Quiz:
WHO AM I?
• I have done two years in federal
prison for both Arson and Forgery.
• I am a graduate of Faribault Senior
High School, class of 1973.
• I am not a fan of personal hygiene.
• I shared a locker with Joan Carver.
• I don’t like ham. I throw it on the
floor. I give it to the cat.
• I owe Dapper $5000.
• The mob is actively
searching for me.
• Each time the police
see me, I am surrounded
by local SWAT teams.

